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Elder Zhang was so angry that his face twisted! 

 

However, Yun Chujiu was hiding behind Elder Qu. She stretched out her claws and said, “Hurry up and 

transfer the two million Spirit Stones to me. My little heart has been hurt too badly by you! I must use 

the Spirit Stones to soothe it.” 

 

The people of the Heavenly Gates Sect wished they could capture Yun Chujiu and give her a good 

beating! 

 

She was too infuriating! 

 

‘Did she just take advantage of us and still pretends to be good?! 

 

‘How did we hurt your little heart? 

 

‘It was you who hurt our little heart, okay? 

 

‘Originally, we were two million points ahead of your sect! Two million! We thought that our Heavenly 

Gates Sect would definitely win this time! 

 

‘It was you, this scourge, who woke us up from our sweet dream! 

 

‘The most profligate thing you did was that the moment your upper and lower lips touched, you 

somehow extorted two million Spirit Stones from us!’ 

 



Su Yanran never expected that the inner core of a Tier Eight demonic beast was really obtained by Yun 

Chujiu in the mystic realm. She was both embarrassed and angry. Coupled with Elder Zhang’s angry 

gaze, she wished that she could find a hole to hide in. 

 

“Su Yanran, thank you!! You’re really my lucky star. Last time, I obtained a scarlet dawn silk because of 

you. This time, I obtained another two million Spirit Stones. If others didn’t know better, they would 

definitely think that you’re my long lost biological sister!” Yun Chujiu took the Spirit Stones, then smiled 

and winked at Su Yanran. 

 

“You! You!” Su Yanran rolled her eyes and fainted from anger. 

 

Yun Chujiu shrugged her shoulders and spread her hands. “I was just talking. Why is she so agitated? 

Could it be that she really wants to be my sister?” 

 

“Smelly girl! You’re courting death!” Elder Zhang could not hold it in any longer. If he did not slap this 

Yun Chujiu to death that day, Heavenly Gates Sect’s honor would be completely disgraced! 

 

Yun Chujiu saw Elder Zhang fly into a rage. With a whoosh, she once again hid behind Elder Qu. “Ahh, 

the Heavenly Gates Sect can’t afford to lose! Heavenly Gates Sect is acting like a scoundrel! It’s only right 

for them to admit defeat! You guys actually became angry out of humiliation. What a shameless move!” 

 

In order to be safe, Yun Chujiu simply hid behind the elders of Spirit Radiance Sect and stuck out her 

little head, constantly provoking them. 

 

Elder Zhang’s face was livid with anger. However, his attacks were all neutralized by Elder Qu, and he 

could not get close to Yun Chujiu at all. 

 

Seeing that it was really inappropriate to continue causing trouble like this, Elder Zheng of Heavenly 

Gates Sect walked forward to dissuade Elder Zhang. “Elder Zhang, there’s still time in the future. Since 

the mystic realm has already disappeared, let’s return to the sect!” 

 



Elder Zhang knew that he would not be able to do much that day, so he could only follow Elder Zheng’s 

words and walk down the stairs. Before he left, he shot a sinister glance at Yun chujiu who was poking 

her head out. ‘Darn girl, I won’t let you off!’ 

 

Just as Elder Zhang was about to turn around and leave, Yun Chujiu shouted, “Hey! You owe one million 

Spirit Stones to our sect! Are you trying to cheat us?! Hurry up and pay up before you leave.” 

 

Elder Qu slapped his thigh. “That’s right! I almost let you guys get away with it! Fortunately, Little Jiu is 

here! Hurry up and give me a million Spirit Stones! Our sect has won gracefully this time! Eight million 

points more than you guys. Hahaha!” 

 

Elder Zhang almost spat out a mouthful of blood. He threw a million Spirit Stones and left with the 

people of the Heavenly Gates Sect in a huff! When the people of Heavenly Gates Sect came, they were 

full of confidence. They did not expect such a tragic ending! All of this was caused by that Yun Chujiu! 

‘Yun Chujiu, you are the public enemy of our Heavenly Gates Sect!’ 

 

Yun Chujiu did not have the slightest awareness that she was their public enemy. Seeing that there was 

no more danger, she waved her claws at the back of the members of the Heavenly Gates Sect. “You guys 

should come to Spirit Radiance Sect often to play with me! My two million Spirit Stones will be spent 

very soon. Remember to come and give me money often!” 

 


